
                      

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
My name is Cindy Smith and I am honoured to be asked to judge the 2013 STRICTLY JUMP JAM & 
JUMP JAM CHALLENGE. 
 
This year’s Preliminary You Tube round competition saw many teams deliver a performance beyond 
expectation all in the hope of gaining a spot in this year’s Regional finals.  Teams turned AMAZING 
into EXCEPTIONAL.  I was in awe as the talent gets better and better every year.  All teams shared 
with me their passions and LOVE for JUMP JAM.  Many teams had obviously spent months of training 
and were all were well practiced, well drilled, trained and coached resulting in polished performances.    
 
This year I have judged over 150 entries and even though my eyes are now red, tired and sore you 
have left me wanting to watch more.  It’s an infectious job that I love.   
Entries by You Tube allow me to watch your performances over and over again, ensuring that I have 
achieved the fairest result and the correct top placing’s in each of the categories. I would have loved to 
select you all to perform live at the Regionals and I hope that you take the time to read the feedback I 
have given you and come back stronger in 2014 or at the Regional Competition. 
 

FYI:  2013 MOST CHOSEN SONGS WERE: 
Party Rock Anthem, Boogie Wonderland, Choco Choco Latte, Club Can’t Handle Me 

 Greased Lightning, Thriller, Nicest kids in Town 
 
The 2013 STRICTLY JUMP JAM has been HUGE in the South Island and the JUMP JAM 
CHALLENGE has seen an increase in the number of Open teams making us aware of the need to 
create an “ADVANCED OPEN” CATEGORY for the 2013 year.  Many schools took the opportunity to 
increase their team numbers allowing more students the opportunity to perform.   
 
Congratulation’s must go to all students, coaches, schools, and parents for all the hard work and effort 
in taking part in this year’s STRICTLY JUMP JAM AND JUMP JAM CHALLENGE competitions.   
 
You will have received by now your feedback form(s).  If you have any questions or feedback, I would 
love to hear from you.  Please email me at challenge-idol@kidzaerobix.com and I will reply to you as 
soon as I can.   
 
It is has been my pleasure to watch each of your teams perform and I can’t for the Regional Finals.   
 
Cindy Smith 
2013 HEAD JUDGE  
 
Cindy is a National JUMP JAM Trainer, previous coach of JUMP JAM CHALLENGE TEAMS AND 
JUMP JAM IDOL. Cindy has judged the competitions for the past 4 years. 
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